
 

Expert warns many countries are driving
blind as they reopen

May 12 2020, by Nick Perry and Jim Mustian

  
 

  

This March 23, 2020, photo shows a deserted New Delhi railway station during
lockdown in India. India is set to re-open some parts of its colossal rail network
on Tuesday, as the country looks at easing its nearly seven-week strict lockdown
amid an increase in coronavirus infections. (AP Photo/Manish Swarup)

India's trains will start rolling again and millions in the Philippines will
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be able to leave their homes, even as an expert warns that many countries
are driving blind as they reopen because they haven't set up strong
systems to track new outbreaks of the coronavirus.

In the United States, some of the leading experts on infectious diseases
are due to speak via video link Tuesday at a Senate hearing—a setting
where President Donald Trump will not be controlling the agenda.
Democratic senators are expected to ask tough questions about the death
toll in the U.S., its testing capabilities and perceived administration
failures.

In India, a strict lockdown has so far helped keep confirmed virus
infections relatively low among the population of 1.3 billion. Rail, road
and air services were all suspended in late March. But in recent days, as
the lockdown has eased and some businesses have resumed, infections
and deaths have been increasing.

As the colossal rail network begins reopening, special trains will depart
from select big cities, including New Delhi and Mumbai, and run at full
capacity. Passengers will be allowed to enter stations only if they are
asymptomatic and clear thermal screening.

In the Philippines, President Rodrigo Duterte said the country's
lockdown, which has restricted millions to their homes and taken a
heavy economic toll, will be eased. He warned that people who want to
return to work must follow safeguards to avoid more deaths and a second
wave of the virus.
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A man wearing a face mask to help curb the spread of the coronavirus rides a
bicycle in front of an advertisement of Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games in Tokyo
Tuesday, May 12, 2020. Japan is still under a coronavirus state of emergency,
which was extended this week until the end of May, though there have been no
hard lockdowns. (AP Photo/Eugene Hoshiko)

Yet questions remain about how prepared many countries are to end
lockdowns. The World Health Organization's emergencies chief, Dr.
Michael Ryan, said robust contact tracing measures adopted by Germany
and South Korea provide hope that those countries can detect and stop
virus clusters before they get out of control.

But he said other nations have not effectively employed contact tracing
investigators to contact people who test positive, track down their
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contacts and get them into quarantine before they can spread the virus.
He declined to name specific countries.

"Shutting your eyes and trying to drive through this blind is about as silly
an equation as I've seen," Ryan said. "And I'm really concerned that
certain countries are setting themselves up for some seriously blind
driving over the next few months."

  
 

  

People wearing face masks to help curb the spread of the coronavirus walk at
Ginza shopping district in Tokyo Tuesday, May 12, 2020. Japan is still under a
coronavirus state of emergency which was extended until the end of May though
there have been no hard lockdowns. (AP Photo/Eugene Hoshiko)
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Fears of infection spikes in countries that have loosened up came true in
recent days in Germany, where new clusters were linked to three
slaughterhouses; in Wuhan, the Chinese city where the crisis started; and
in South Korea, where 85 new cases were linked to nightclubs that
reopened after anti-virus measures were eased.

U.S. contact tracing remains a patchwork of approaches and readiness
levels. States are hiring and sourcing contact tracers, and experts say tens
of thousands will be needed across the country.

Apple, Google, some U.S. states and European countries are developing
contact-tracing apps that show whether someone crossed paths with an
infected person. But the technology supplements and does not replace
labor-intensive human work, experts say.

More than 10,000 people are involved in contact tracing in Germany, a
country of 83 million. Britain abandoned an initial contact-tracing effort
in March when the virus's rapid spread made it impossible. Now it is
recruiting 18,000 people.
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People receive free meals at a downtown restaurant Monday, May 11, 2020, in
Kansas City, Mo. The restaurant changed its name from The Rieger to
Crossroads Community Kitchen and began offering free meals to the homeless
and other food-insecure people the day after Kansas City issued stay-at-home
orders in an effort to stem the spread of COVID-19 nearly eight weeks ago. The
effort, funded by donations, has gone from feeding about 150 people a day in
March to almost 500 people daily and has served about 30,000 meals in the past
two months. (AP Photo/Charlie Riedel)

France's health minister has promised robust contact tracing and pledged
that the country will test 700,000 people weekly. On Monday, with
progress unclear, the nation's highest court ordered the government to
take extreme care in protecting privacy rights, casting doubt on how to
proceed.
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At the White House, President Donald Trump declared, "We have met
the moment, and we have prevailed." He said later that he was referring
to virus testing and insisted all Americans who want tests can get
them—even though experts say that capacity does not exist.

Only on Monday did his administration say it believed it had enough
tests for a nationwide testing campaign to address significant death rates
in nursing homes and other senior care facilities.

Appearing by video link before the Senate committee on Tuesday will be
Dr. Anthony Fauci of the National Institutes of Health, Food and Drug
Administration Commissioner Dr. Stephen Hahn, and Dr. Robert
Redfield, head of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. The
three are in self-quarantine. They will be joined by Adm. Brett Giroir,
the coronavirus "testing czar" at the Department of Health and Human
Services.
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In this May 11, 2020, photo provided by the Malacanang Presidential
Photographers Division, Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte talks during a
meeting at the Malacanang presidential palace in Manila, Philippines. The
Philippine president says a massive lockdown that has restricted millions to their
homes will be eased but warned those who will be allowed to go back to work to
follow safeguards to avoid more deaths and a second wave of COVID-19
outbreaks. (Ace Morandante/Malacanang Presidential Photographers Division
via AP)
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In this April 22, 2020, file photo, Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, speaks about the new coronavirus in
the James Brady Press Briefing Room of the White House, in Washington. A
Senate hearing on reopening workplaces and schools safely is turning into a
teaching moment on the fickle nature of the coronavirus outbreak. Senior health
officials, including Fauci, scheduled to testify in person before the Health,
Education, Labor and Pensions committee on Tuesday, May 12 will instead
appear via video link. (AP Photo/Alex Brandon, File)

In California, meanwhile, Tesla CEO Elon Musk announced that the
company's 10,000-worker electric car factory near San Francisco was
operating Monday in defiance of coronavirus health orders that closed
nonessential businesses.
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Worldwide, the virus has infected more than 4.1 million people and
killed over 285,000, including more than 150,000 in Europe and 80,000
in the U.S., according to a tally by Johns Hopkins University. Experts
believe those numbers understate the outbreak's true toll.

© 2020 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not
be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed without permission.
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